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LARGE - AREA DETECTOR APPARATUS FOR the tracer and produces three - dimensional maps of the body 
PHOTOSENSOR , RADIATION DETECTOR , that provide clinically relevant information , such as distin 

AND MEDICAL PET SCANNER guishing between normally and abnormally sugar - metabo 
APPLICATIONS lizing tissues . 

Traditional PET scanners are very complex , bulky and 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED costly , primarily because of the 80 - year old photomultiplier 

APPLICATIONS tube technology utilized . FIG . 2 depicts a ring - PET scanner 
without its cover . Aside from their complexity and cost , 

This application is a 35 U.S.C. $ 111 ( a ) continuation of these sequential ( ring ) PET scanners have additional short 
PCT international application number PCT / US2015 / 031188 10 comings . 
filed on May 15 , 2015 , incorporated herein by reference in In particular , the sensitivity of the scanner is limited , 
its entirety , which claims priority to , and the benefit of , U.S. whereby the body being scanned must be dosed with sig 
provisional patent application Ser . No. 61 / 993,906 filed May nificant amounts of the radioactive beta - plus tracer in order 
15 , 2014 , incorporated herein by reference in its entirety . for salient physiological features to be discerned . 
Priority is claimed to each of the foregoing applications . Accordingly , a need exists for a PET scanning apparatus 

The above - referenced PCT international application was and method which provide increased sensitivity thus allow 
published as PCT International Publication No. WO 2015 / ing lowering patient radiation exposures . The present dis 
176000 on Nov. 19 , 2015 , which publication is incorporated closure overcomes these shortcomings and others in provid 
herein by reference in its entirety . ing gamma - ray detector panels , and an enhanced form of 

20 PET scanner . 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 

BRIEF SUMMARY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

Not Applicable Traditional PET scanners are configured in a ring format , 
25 and are used in a sequential scanning process , convention 

INCORPORATION - BY - REFERENCE OF ally referred to as “ whole - body PET ” , and sometimes 
COMPUTER PROGRAM APPENDIX referred to as a “ drive - through PET ” , because the patient is 

slid through the opening in the PET ring as it is performing 
Not Applicable a sequential scanning operation , which is likened to cars 

30 coming up to a drive - through window . Operating these 
NOTICE OF MATERIAL SUBJECT TO conventional systems requires the patient to be exposed to 

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION high radioactive doses . 
In the present disclosure a new paradigm is disclosed 

A portion of the material in this patent document is subject which provides increased sensitivity and reduced cost and 
to copyright protection under the copyright laws of the 35 complexity for photo - radiation detection , and more particu 
United States and of other countries . The owner of the larly to a full body PET scanner capable of enclosing the 
copyright rights has no objection to the facsimile reproduc human body and thus performing a whole - body PET scan in 
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclo a single step . 
sure , as it appears in the United States Patent and Trademark FIG . 3 through FIG . 6 depict a number of the particular 
Office publicly available file or records , but otherwise 40 shortcomings of traditional sequential PET scanners . In FIG . 
reserves all copyright rights whatsoever . The copyright 3 is shown an end view of a PET scanner , while FIG . 4 
owner does not hereby waive any of its rights to have this depicts a side view of the same scanner . Gamma - ray pairs 
patent document maintained in secrecy , including without ( two of which are seen in these images ) are detected in a ring 
limitation its rights pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.14 . pet which is subject to many lost gamma - ray pairs . In 

45 particular , many of the positron annihilation events occur 
BACKGROUND ring within the ring - PET proximity are lost to detection 

because one of the gamma rays escapes . In the majority of 
1. Technological Field cases , both gamma rays from the same body segment will 

escape to the sides . 
This technical disclosure pertains generally to a positron 50 In FIG . 5 it is seen that the loss of Gamma - ray pairs not 

emission tomography ( PET ) scanner , and more particularly only leads to lowered signal levels , but also to the generation 
to photosensitive panels and to a whole body PET . of noise . Accidental coincidences of gamma rays originating 

at all parts of a patient's body create high - level of back 
2. Background Discussion ground coincidence noise . 

While a very small fraction of the body is examined by a 
Medical diagnostics in many fields rely heavily on posi ring - PET at any one time , the entire body is exposed to 

tron emission tomography ( PET ) scanners , such as the PET radiation , as exemplified in FIG . 6. Aring - PET may examine 
system seen in FIG . 1. This nuclear medicine functional the entire body , but only in many independent sections . In all 
imaging technique produces a three - dimensional image of cases most of the harmful radiation dose is not providing 
various functional processes in the body . In using a conven- 60 signal information which will be used in the examination . 
tional PET scanner , a patient is dosed with a radioactive On the contrary , most of this radiation emitted from the 
drug , referred to as a “ tracer ” , containing beta - plus or patient's body creates background noise that competes with 
positron emitting nuclei . A scan is performed over a certain the detection signal , thus requiring the high radiation doses 
section of the patient's body , or in some cases sequentially , in the tracer and increasing the duration of the examination 
across the patient's body , to detect pairs of gamma rays 65 procedure . 
emitted in annihilation of an emitted positron with an The present disclosure provides an apparatus and method 
electron . The PET scanner detects the radiation given off by for performing PET scanning on the whole body in a single 

55 
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scan . This not only speeds up the examination process , but FIG . 18 is an image of a composite structure of a 
interoperates with the scanning technology described to gamma - ray detector panel according to an embodiment of 
significantly increase scanning sensitivity and thus allow for the present disclosure , showing core material , ABALONE 
reducing the doses of radiation given to the patient . This photon detectors , light distribution blocks , a scintillator 
form of PET scanner is referred to in the disclosure as an layer , and reflective foils . 
ABALONE - PET scanner , which will be described in detail FIG . 19 and FIG . 20 are images depicting different 
in the following sections . external shapes of an ABALONE PET scanner according to 

In addition , large area photon detector panels are dis an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
closed for detecting visible / UV light , for instance utilized in 
astro - particle physics , either to detect some light from space , DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
or to detect light generated by radiation in different media 
( e.g. , atmosphere , water , ice , or liquid scintillator , such as 1. Introduction 
tanks filled with scintillating liquid ) . 

Further aspects of the presented technology will be In the present disclosure a full body PET scanner , referred 
brought out in the following portions of the specification , 15 to herein as an ABALONE PET scanner , is described 
wherein the detailed description is for the purpose of fully utilizing gamma - ray detector panels . In addition , the disclo 
disclosing preferred embodiments of the technology without sure presents photon detector panels which are similarly 
placing limitations thereon . constructed and allow for detection of other forms of light , 

such as visible and UV . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL The disclosed full body PET scanner provide numerous 

VIEWS OF THE DRAWING ( S ) structural benefits over prior PET systems . The ABALONE 
PET housing and structure is specifically configured for 

The disclosed technology will be more fully understood utilizing ABALONE photon detectors ( disclosed in pre 
by reference to the following drawings which are for illus vious application by the inventor , allowed US Patent Appli 
trative purposes only : 25 cation Publication US 2013/0112856 ) which themselves 

FIG . 1 is an image of a typical ring style PET scanner . provide numerous benefits over the use of PMTs . The 
FIG . 2 is an image of the ring of a typical ring style PET ABALONE PET is configured with a large - area flat panel 

scanner based on photomultiplier tubes . ( or curved panel ) photon detector structure , which is in 
FIG . 3 through FIG . 6 depict schematics of Gamma - ray contrast to a ring of wedge shaped sectors that start at the 

patterns in a typical ring style PET scanner . 30 inner radius , first with scintillators and PMTs , then followed 
FIG . 7 is a schematic for a large diameter PET according by 22 - wire sockets , voltage dividers for PMT , preamplifiers , 

to an embodiment of the present disclosure . individualized power supplies , and cable bundles , extending 
FIG . 8 is a schematic of detection problems which arise the outer scanner radius by about 1 m . All those components 

in extending a typical ring PET into a hypothetical tube - like are organized within a heavy support structure matrix as 
PET scanner . 35 found in a conventional ring PET . In contrast , ABALONE 
FIG . 9A through FIG . 9C are diagrams and images of a PET provides a large - area low thickness ( approximately 15 

photosensor as utilized in an embodiment of the present cm ) and lightweight self - supporting gamma - ray detector 
disclosure . shell , not incorporating any of the components of a conven 
FIG . 10 is a cross - section of electrical field lensing within tional ring PET scanner , except of the scintillator layer . 

an ABALONE photon detector panel according to an 40 
embodiment of the present disclosure . 2. ABALONE Photon Detector Panel Structure 
FIG . 11 is a cross - section of a structure for an ABALONE 

photon detector panel according to an embodiment of the The ABALONE photon detector units of the present 
present disclosure , shown using PCB1 an PCB2 as top and disclosure are suited for the creation of large - area photon 
bottom plates . 45 detector panels . An important component of the present 

FIG . 12 is a cross - section of a structure for an ABALONE disclosure is the multi - functionality of the ABALONE pho 
photon detector panel according to an embodiment of the ton detector panels , which is only made possible by the 
present disclosure , shown using other materials aside from ABALONE photon detector concept , about which it closely 
PCB1 and PCB2 as top and bottom plates . interoperates . These sandwich panels have a number of 
FIG . 13 is a cross - section of a structure for an ABALONE 50 beneficial features : ( a ) configured for hosting the closely 

gamma - ray detector panel in a housing according to an packed ABALONE photon detectors on its front face , form 
embodiment of the present disclosure , shown with an addi ing a self - supported , compact multi - pixel camera ; ( b ) pro 
tional light distribution and scintillator layers . vide an electrostatic configuration required by the electron 
FIG . 14 is a cross - section of a structure for an ABALONE optics , so that it properly functions within each ABALONE 

gamma - ray detector panel of FIG . 13 , shown in a tapered 55 photon detector unit ; ( c ) provides the rigidity and mechani 
housing according to an embodiment of the present disclo cal strength ; ( d ) provides a universal distribution of the 

ground potential and the high - voltage potential for each 
FIG . 15 is a cross - section showing joining of ABALONE ABALONE photon detector unit , throughout the panel , 

gamma - ray detector panels as seen in FIG . 14 according to without any wires ; ( e ) provides universal readout for each 
an embodiment of the present disclosure . 60 ABALONE photon detector unit , without cables ; ( f ) hosts 
FIG . 16 is an image of materials utilized in an ABALONE the G - APD sensors ; and ( g ) provides sufficient mechanical 

photon detector panel according to an embodiment of the stability to form , together with other identical photon detec 
present disclosure . tor panels , or gamma - ray detector panels , a large self 

FIG . 17 is an image of multiple ABALONE photon supporting structure similar to a geodesic dome . 
detector panels joined into a faceted curving section of 65 In at least one embodiment , ABALONE photon detector 
panels according to an embodiment of the present disclo panels or ABALONE gamma - ray detector panels are con 

figured as rigid , undividable , permanently sealed blocks . 

sure . 

sure . 
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These panels can be submerged in water for a long period of time required for a whole - body exam is possible in less than 
time , dropped from a reasonable height , and exposed to 10 % of the time required utilizing prior art ring - PET sys 
vibration , sand , dust , moderate acids and bases , without tems . 
compromising their electronic or structural integrity . By detecting gamma rays originating from the patient's 

In at least one preferred embodiment , the ABALONE 5 entire body during the examination , ABALONE - PET maxi 
photon detector panels or ABALONE gamma - ray detector mizes the chances for the detection of the signal gamma - ray 
panels have virtually no internal cables , as all signals and pairs , and minimizes the chances of recording fake coinci 
supplied power are distributed within these shielded and dences of gamma rays originating from different parts of the 
environmentally sealed panels . The design of the ABA patient's body . As a result of this enhanced detection , 
LONE photon detector electronics allows for industrial- 10 significant improvement in the signal - to - background ratio is provided . scale production without the need for separate , adjustable , The ABALONE photon detectors themselves consist of power sources , such as those used with photomultiplier three vacuum - sealed elements , such as all being made of tubes ( PMTs ) , and similarly without the requirement to glass , which can be produced inexpensively using common perform laborious calibration and characterization ' of indi 15 glass - molding techniques . The only additional element , 
vidual PMT tubes . attached to ABALONE as part of the photon detector panel , 

The required thickness of an ABALONE photon detector is a small ( e.g. , factor 10,000 smaller than the photosensitive 
panel element comprises only the camera components , plus , ABALONE photon detector area ) Geiger - mode Avalanche 
in case of ABALONE gamma - ray detectors the scintillator . Photodiode ( G - APD ) . 
Accordingly , the outer diameter of an ABALONE - PET 20 The object of providing 100 % detection efficiency may in 
dome may be kept small , in fact only about 15 cm larger than principle be met with a very thick layer of Nal ( TI ) scintil 
the inner diameter , in stark contrast to the use of PMTs in the lator material ( more than 50 cm ) , yet that would not be 
rior art . The ight of an ABALONE - PET can be made practical for many technical reasons , including parallax 

significantly lower than that of a ring - PET . In view of the error , as well as cost factor . It has been found more practical 
above , it is seen that the disclosed full body PET scanner 25 to compromise with a rather thin scintillator , stopping 
provides a number of benefits over previous PET scanner 30-70 % of gamma rays , but having an acceptable parallax 
devices . error . Significant improvements are possible with special 

scintillation materials , commonly utilized in electron micro 
3. ABALONE Technical Details scopes , based on rare earth materials and other heavy 

30 elements . These scintillating materials include , but are not 
To understand positron emission tomography ( PET ) , it limited to YAP , YAG , GSO , LYSO , LSO , LaBr : Ce , CeBr , 

should be recognized that a positron , which is the antipar etc. , but they are , and will most likely remain prohibitively 
ticle of an electron , travels up to about 1 mm into tissue expensive for large - area applications . A traditional Nal ( TI ) 
before annihilating with an electron . This annihilation scintillator of unusually high thickness ( approximately 10 
results in generating two gamma rays which propagate in 35 cm ) presents a good working solution for the present dis 
opposite directions , each having energy of approximately closure . 
511 keV . FIG . 7 and FIG . 8 depict a comparison of parallax error 

It is important that both gamma rays emerging isotropi in a large - diameter PET scanner like ABALONE PET , 
cally from a positron annihilation process must be detected compared with the hypothetical use of a plurality of ring 
by the PET scanner in coincidence . The objects of the 40 detection sections . In the ABALONE embodiment 10 of 
present disclosure for an ideal PET scanner are as follows : FIG . 7 , the gamma - ray detector envelope 14 curves not only 
( a ) full angular acceptance , enclosing the entire patient's around the longitudinal axis of the patient as in a ring 
body ; ( b ) 100 % gamma ray detection efficiency ; ( c ) perfect detector , but also curves around the transverse axis of the 
position resolution of gamma - ray detection points . Although patient's body 12. Thus , both gamma rays 16a , 16b in the 
of this list , only item ( a ) is practically realizable . A full solid 45 gamma ray pair originating in the patient at locations 18a , 
angle maximizes the recorded number of radioactive decays 18b are detected in the system with only minor parallax error 
in the body of the patient , minimizes the necessary radio due to the three dimensional curving within the ABALONE 
active exposure , and maximizes the benefit - to - harm ratio of PET scanner . 
the examination . Using the disclosed system , the radioactive A conventional ring - PET was already described in FIG . 3 
dose to the patient may be reduced by a factor of approxi- 50 through FIG . 6 , in which only a small portion of the gamma 
mately 80 ( depending on implementation details ) , and 800 rays are detected . In FIG . 8 we see a hypothetical PET 
for whole body scans , compared to a typical ring - PET . The configuration 30 built up from a number of ring PETs 36a 
low level of radiation needed by the ABALONE PET should through 36n . A patient 32 is seen with an example gamma 
allow its relatively harmless use in pediatric applications . In ray pair 34a , 34b which extends out striking the different 
addition , the system may be utilized in screening applica- 55 stacked PET rings . As can be seen from the ray intersection 
tions , such as screening of a healthy population ( i.e. , non at the PET surfaces , this form of a long ring - type PET results 
symptomatic patients ) for the presence of cancer tissue in in large incidence angles which introduce severe parallax 
their bodies . Still further , the ABALONE PET scanner may error and would not be feasible for other reasons as well . In 
be suitable for use in diagnostic studies of a number of addition , such a small tube would further increase issues 
conditions and bio - molecular processes that require very 60 with claustrophobia , and problems arising when working 
expensive bio - molecular tracers , and / or toxic tracers that with heavier patients . 
may be given only in small quantities . In contrast to prior art , It will be appreciated that parallax error in a large 
which is primarily centered around small - area ring - PET diameter PET scanner , such as seen in FIG . 7 , is by 
configuration , the ABALONE photosensor technology pro definition very low , so the scintillator thickness may be 
vides a useful platform for this full body scan object . 65 higher ( e.g. , by 50-100 % ) and more efficient in detecting 
Because all parts of a patient's body are examined in a single gamma rays — which is in line with objectives previously 
exposure ( run ) , no stepwise motions are required , and the outlined for this disclosure . 
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A method of precise gamma - ray hit position determina comprising a scintillator layer retained beneath the vacuum 
tion in large photosensors , was pioneered by H. Anger . By enclosure , and a photodetector 54 optically coupled to the 
allowing the light from a small scintillator volume around underlying windowlet on the atmospheric side ( e.g. , a Gei 
the gamma conversion point to spread over several large ger - Mode Avalanche Photodiode ) . 
PMTs , Anger provided the means to convert the light- 5 In FIG . 9B an embodiment of the photon detector housing 
intensity information , detected by the illuminated PMTs , 52 comprises a single molded dome piece of dielectric 
into positional information that is much more precise than light - transmissive material ( e.g. , glass ) having the exterior 
the size of each of the PMTs . The insertion of a transparent hemisphere 53 , base 56 , ramps ( not visible ) and aperture 60 , 
block ( light distribution layer ) between the scintillator and upon which a photodetector 54 and seal 62 are seen mounted 
the PMTs allows the light to spread . 10 ( with hemisphere evacuated ) . Referring back to FIG . 9A , the 

With the wide dynamic range , high resolution , single photon detector hemisphere 52 comprises an optically trans 
photon sensitivity and high level of background suppression , parent material into which is disposed a thin film of semi 
it is possible to engage more ABALONE photon detectors in conductor photocathode 64. Electron trajectories 66 are seen 
a single Anger logic group than prior art ( e.g. , 37 , rather than in dashed lines , from the photocathode to the scintillator 
7 ) . In embodiments such as FIG . 13 and FIG . 14 , a thicker 15 based electron detector device 54. This hemispherical win 
light distribution slab ( layer ) should be utilized to provide dow , along with its photocathode , and the electron detector 
improved energy and position resolution . are evacuated and hermetically sealed into a photon detector 
An ideal PET system should also take into account unit . 

ergonomic needs of the patients , such as providing adequate In FIG . 9C an example electron detector 54 is seen with 
space for them to feel safe , including obese and disabled 20 a scintillator 70 , windowlet 72 , and a photon detector 74 , 
patients . A narrow ( e.g. , 75 cm wide ) tunnel - PET of a 2 m depicted by way of example and not limitation as a Geiger 
length , such as hypothesized in FIG . 8 , is therefore not a mode avalanche photo detector ( G - APD ) . It should be 
realistic option . An ergonomically acceptable PET accord appreciated that the term “ scintillator ” generally describes a 
ing to the disclosure has an inner diameter of approximate material which emits light in response to being struck by a 
range from 0.8 m to 3 m , and a length in the approximate 25 charged particle or a gamma ray , and is utilized here as an 
range of from 2 to 4 m , such as seen in FIG . 7. The energy converter so that the photon detector 74 detects the 
ABALONE - PET is designed around that requirement . Since energy of the electron by counting scintillation photons . 
the cost - per - area of ABALONE - PET will not be critical , in One of most unusual features of the ABALONE photon 
view of its configuration and low - cost material selection , so detector concept is the way in which it focuses electrons . 
that a large - diameter ABALONE - PET using an Anger type 30 The electric field within the vacuum enclosure that is 
logic light divider and traditional scintillators ( both of larger required for proper electron focusing in the vast majority of 
thickness than conventional PETS ) presents a realistic solu usual vacuum devices ( e.g. , CRTs , ion guns and spectrom 
tion . eters ) is created by electrodes mounted within the vacuum 

In addition , an ideal PET should be very robust , insensi tubes , and connected via through - glass - feedthroughs to 
tive to water and dirt , portable and deployable to remote 35 adjustable voltage sources outside the vacuum tube . The 
spaces in various kinds of transportation devices . ABA ABALONE photon detector has no through - glass 
LONE - PET should be suitable for that purpose , as the feedthroughs , neither any active focusing electrodes within 
detector modules are thin , while each module may be the vacuum , as required in PMTs . The focusing action is 
completely sealed and made water - proof , and prepared for rather provided by the distribution of conductors in the space 
attachment to other modules , such as in utilizing side - by- 40 outside the tube , behind the base plate . These conductors , 
side connections to form self - supported structures . either charged to the single operational high voltage of the 

ABALONE photon detector or to the ground potential , in 
4. Gamma Ray Conversion - Photon Detector conjunction with the photocathode surface and the conduc 

Panels tive coatings on the base plate form the electron lens within 
45 the vacuum enclosure . 

The disclosed ABALONE PET comprises a new para In the original ABALONE photon detectors this lensing 
digm in PET sensing , exemplified in the structure and was provided in each cell by including a rear electrically 
photosensor panels of the ABALONE PET . These combi conductive dome . However , while the above electron optics 
nation photosensor panels are constructed for interoperation solution was satisfactory for the operation of individual 
with an ABALONE form of photon detector ( or similar 50 ABALONE photon detectors , it posed some problems for 
devices ) , the basic concepts of which were disclosed in a the integration of many ABALONE photon detectors into 
previous work of the inventor , as described in US Patent large - area panels hosting closely packed arrays of tubes , as 
Application Publication US 2013/0112856 ( application in the ABALONE PET scanner , and photon detector panels 
allowed awaiting patent issuance ) . The following provides a disclosed herein . In particular , the extent of space required 
short summary on the construction of the ABALONE pho- 55 by these field - shaping back - hemispheres ( essentially the 
ton detector . same size as the ABALONE hemisphere itself ) can be 
FIG . 9A through FIG . 9C depict an ABALONE photon problematic , requiring larger housings , thickness and 

detector , which is shown in an embodiment 50 for use with weight , while each cell must still be mounted within a 
the ABALONE PET of the present disclosure . The cross structure . Second , the need to enclose each ABALONE 
section of FIG . 9A depicts the entire ABALONE photon 60 photon detector with its back hemisphere , although radically 
detector 50 , with a transparent upper housing 52 seen in FIG . less complex than having focusing electrodes within the 
9B , and the electron detector 54 itself seen in FIG . 9C . vacuum enclosure and voltage regulators for them outside , 

In FIG . 9A a photon detector embodiment 50 is exempli nevertheless in some applications such as a PET would 
fied with housing 52 seen with an outer sensor hemisphere significantly complicate construction . 
53 and photocathode 64 , connected to a base plate 56 , with 65 A novel solution was arrived at for the present disclosure 
ramped area 58 leading to an aperture 60 centered upon toward solving this problem . A creative breakthrough veri 
which is seen a seal 62 , covered with the electron detector fied by extensive numerical simulations led to the develop 
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ment of a sensor structure which , instead of closing the alignment below the conductive ring in PCB1 for attachment 
equipotential surfaces behind each ABALONE photon of a conductive bridge ( cylindrical ) between the two layers . 
detector in an array , these equipotential surfaces could be It will be noted that the plate spacing ( between 132 and 
broken and transmitted from tube to tube in an array . This 134 ) is small , ( about one - fourth of the inner diameter of the 
creative development , as backed by numerical simulations 5 sensor dome ) compared to the size of the back - hemispheres 
obtained by using both the Simion and the Lorentz 3 - D utilized in the previous standalone ABALONE photon 
software packages , led to a special sub - class of solutions detector devices , whose size was equivalent to the exterior 
allowing for the equipotential lines to be squeezed between size of the front dome . A plurality of ABALONE photon 

detectors 138 with attached electron detector 140 having two narrowly spaced plates . It should be noted that the present disclosure can utilize any of the front dome and 10 leads 142 are shown for attachment to the upper plate 132 . 
detector embodiments described in our previous work , or The upper plate ( PCB1 ) 132 has a surface configured with 
devices of a similar nature , which are configured as two conductive material patterns , a first set of conductors 

144 for distributing the universal high voltage , to the con described herein . The front dome and photon detector are ductive layer of each of the ABALONE photon detector preferably evacuated to an ultrahigh vacuum level of about 15 bases and domes , and a second set of conductors 146 as 10-7 Torr or better . In at least one embodiment , the dome is ground potential feedthrough ( via ) rings . These via rings are 
formed with an sealed base plate ( 56 in FIG . 9B ) having an not electrically connected on the upper PCB1 132 , 
electron detector and seal . configured for conveying ground potential from ground 
FIG . 10 illustrates an example embodiment 90 with dome potential conductive rings 150 on PCB2 134 , through the 

structures 92 coupled to an ABALONE photon detector 20 conductive surface of ground - potential tubes 148 up to ring 
panel 94 ( bounded by an upper and lower plate ) configured 146 in this upper plate . In one embodiment , the diameter of 
to retain an equipotential feedthrough channel beneath the the conductive ground - potential tubes 148 should be about 
sensor domes . In the figure , electron trajectories 96 are seen 7.8 mm for ABALONE photon detectors with a hemispheri 
directed at the combination scintillator - photo - detector 98 in cal dome of 50 mm inner ( photocathode surface ) diameter . 
response to a proper distribution of electrical potentials . In 25 The lower plate 134 ( PCB2 ) is conductive over its entire 
particular , electrical equipotential lines 100 are seen in the surface ( or a closely spaced mesh pattern ) facing the upper 
upper dome structure which are carried as equipotential lines plate 132 ( PCB1 ) board , and retaining a ground potential . A 
100 through an equipotential feedthrough chamber 102 ground potential connection 156 and high voltage potential 
defined between a first panel exterior 104a , and a second connection 158 are shown extending from the composite 
panel exterior 104b , and bounded by termination strips 106. 30 ABALONE photon detector panel for external connection of 
Obviously , in the three dimensions of a photosensor panel these power sources . The side of lower plate 134 ( PCB2 ) 
structure the equipotential lines are actually equipotential which is opposite of the upper plate 132 ( PCB1 ) can be 
surfaces . The second panel ( bottom ) is coupled to a ground patterned 154 with traces , or circuitry , or connectors , or 
potential 108 , while the upper panel is coupled to a high device sockets , or other structural or electrical items , or a 
voltage source 110 which also connects into the conductor 35 combination thereof as desired . It is contemplated that traces 
on the interior of dome 92. The ABALONE photon detectors 154 would at least provide for routing conductive traces for 
may properly focus photoelectrons to the electron detector connecting individual sensor readouts . The printed circuit 
for high voltages higher than 1 kV , but the signal created in material of the upper and lower plates may comprise mate 
a LYSO scintillator by each electron is high enough for rials , such as fiberglass ( e.g. , a thick G - 10 board ) , glass , 
useful detection in a PET scanner application only for high 40 fused silica , quartz , Teflon ( Polytetrafluoroethylene ) , Teflon 
voltages above 5 kV . Optimal results with LYSO scintillator composites ( Polytetrafluoroethylene composites ) , and com 
have been achieved with high voltages of 20-30 kV . It should posite structures in general , or any other suitable material . 
be appreciated , however , that other scintillator materials An equipotential feedthrough channel 136 is retained 
may require different levels of this high voltage for optimal between plates 132 , 134 ( PCB1 and PCB2 ) . As previously 
operation . 45 described , this spacing between top and the bottom plates is 
FIG . 11 illustrates an example embodiment 130 , showing preferably about one - quarter of the ABALONE photon 

with greater particularity the designed interoperation detector diameter . In at least one embodiment , a special 
between ABALONE photon detectors and the structure for lightweight electrically insulating material is preferred for 
retaining them in an ABALONE photon detector panel . In filing region 136 between plates 132 , 134 , such as Rohacell 
the figure , printed circuit boards ( PCBs ) preferably comprise 50 foam , or Airex material , or any material of similar electri 
the upper plate 132 , and lower plate 134 , spaced for the cally insulating properties . 
equipotential feedthrough channel 136. For proper opera In the example of FIG . 11 a structural panel is shown 
tion , the spacing between the upper plate 132 and bottom being constructed as a sandwich of this light insulating core 
plate 134 should be approximately one - fourth of the inner material between the two printed circuit boards ( PCBs ) 
dome diameter . For example using an ABALONE photon 55 adapted for conveying the signals to the ABALONE pho 
detector having a 50 mm inner dome , requires a spacing tosensor units . In this example , a thin epoxy material 152a , 
between the upper and lower plates of 12.5 mm , with a plate 152b , is shown distributed between the foam core 136 and 
thickness of approximately 1 mm . exterior plates 132 , 134 , to create a rigid panel structure . The 

Top plate 132 , preferably comprises a conductive pattern two PCB boards are thus permanently adhered to the core , 
on the top layer of PCB1 facing the backs of the ABALONE 60 forming a thin composite board having significant structural 
photon detectors , which makes an electrical contact with the strength . ABALONE photon detectors 138 are then 
outer electrode of each ABALONE photon detector unit , mechanically coupled to this rigid panel , such as by utilizing 
such as at a dome perimeter conductive ring . At the center epoxy 152c at the interface between these two structures . It 
of each perimeter conductive ring ( centered below each will be appreciated that each ABALONE photon detector 
ABALONE photon detector unit ) is a hole in PCB1 sur- 65 panel may be fabricated into various closed shapes ( e.g. , 
rounded by a conductive ring . In the lower plate 134 PCB2 rectangles , triangles , hexagons , and so forth ) or any other 
a similar conductive ring is found around a hole centered in suitable shapes or combinations of shapes . These panel 
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modules can be configured for attachment to one another by terminates in a terminator at ends of a panel ; ( c ) shielding of 
their sides by detachable mechanisms , forming larger planar the high voltage ; ( d ) providing of structural rigidity to 
surfaces useful as gamma cameras for medical imaging provide mechanical stability of the rigid composite panel ( it 
using techniques including those of SPECT and PET scan may be designed specifically for the expected load ) ; ( e ) 

5 serving as the only high - voltage distributor for the entire 
FIG . 12 illustrates an example embodiment 170 of a rigid ABALONE photon detector array ; ( f ) and collecting all the 

panel structure which differs from that of FIG . 11 , in that one readout lines from each ABALONE photon detector leading 
or both of the PCBs are eliminated and replaced with them to a single connector through a network of printed 
directly placed conductive layers / traces . A plurality of ABA circuit traces . It should be appreciated , however , that 
LONE photon detectors 174 with attached electron detector 10 although the ground potential , high voltage potential , and 
176 having leads 178 are shown for attachment to the panel signal lines are preferably routed solely through this com 
structure 172. An electrically insulating material ( e.g. , insu bination of PCBs in the composite structure , a designer 
lating foam ) 172 is retained as the equipotential feedthrough could alternatively choose to add other layers and / or wiring , 
channel upon which the gamma conversion photodetector or even fiber optics ( with appropriate electrical to optical 
units 174 are to be electrically and mechanically connected . 15 converters ) , for carrying these and other signals without 
It should be appreciated that the insulating material layer departing from the teachings of the present disclosure . 
172 may include insulating structures within it , and / or upon It should be appreciated that the present disclosure can 
it , as desired ( e.g. , higher density material used as an exterior also be implemented as ( a ) large area photon detector panels , 
layer , or an internal skeleton of high density material to be and / or ( b ) large area gamma - ray detector panels . The large 
filed with a lower density insulation or air ) to increase 20 area photon detector panels are configured for detecting 
structural rigidity at a lower weight penalty than simply visible / UV light ( not gamma rays or any kind of radiation ) . 
using a higher density homogenous core material . In this By way of example and not limitation , these are particularly 
example , pads are still disposed on the core for high voltage well - suited for use in astro - particle physics , either to detect 
connection 180 to the photosensor units 174 , and for ground some light from space , or to detect light generated by 
potential rings 182 at the interface with the units 174 , 25 radiation in different media , for instance the atmosphere , 
configured for connection through ground conductive tubes water , ice , or liquid scintillator ( huge tanks filled with 
184 to a lower ring 183 coupled to ground potential surface scintillating liquid ) . In the latter cases the radiation can be , 
186. Alternatively , tube 184 may connect directly to ground for instance a cosmic gamma ray that interacts with the 
potential surface 186 . atmosphere and creates showers of secondary particles at 

The conductive rings 182 , 183 and tubes 184 may be 30 high altitude ( approximately 10 km ) , and each of those 
fabricated in any desired manner , for instance as conductive electrically charged particles emits VISIBLE / UV Cheren 
pedestals having an outer flange ( ring ) coupled to a hollow kov light or fluorescence light in the atmosphere . In another 
shaft . The hollow shafts of opposing pedestals are config instance , the light being detected may be a neutrino that 
ured for insertion on opposing sides of the core and engage creates charged particles in ice or water ( or liquid scintilla 
ment of one another mechanically and electrically . One of 35 tor ) , which then create Cherenkov , fluorescence or scintil 
ordinary skill in that art will appreciate that numerous lation light in these media . In the case of the large - area 
alternative mechanisms could be described for providing gamma - ray detector panels , the ABALONE photon detector 
these conductive rings and pathways without departing from panels incorporate a scintillator layer in the same package , 
the present disclosure . This lower ground potential surface and this layer converts gamma rays into visible photons , just 
186 may comprise a solid conductive material layer ( e.g. , 40 like in the previous case in which one of those external 
aluminum , copper ) , or a clad material ( e.g. , copper clad media ( e.g. , atmosphere , water , ice ) provided the conver 
plastic or PCB material ) , or other material or material sion . These gamma - ray detector panels may be used in the 
combinations configured for distributing this ground poten construction of PET scanners and nuclear security detectors , 
tial . It should be recognized that although electrical connec while the large area photon detector panels may not , because 
tivity to and from the separate ABALONE photon detectors 45 they do not have a scintillator . 
are described as provided through traces in a PCB or through It should be appreciated that in typical embodiments of 
additional layers , these signals can be conveyed in other the present disclosure there are two scintillators . The first is 
ways , including carrying these signals through wiring har an outer scintillator that covers photosensors over the entire 
nesses , or similar non - planar structures . A low voltage and panel , and it is thick ( e.g. , approximately 10 cm ) , and 
readout network 188 is seen separated from the ground 50 preferably comprises Nal ( TI ) . That scintillator is exposed to 
potential plane 186 , by an insulator 190 layer , such as an gamma rays , either from a positron annihilation or a nuclear 
electrically insulating film . The low voltage and readout material . In response to the gamma - ray impact that first 
network could comprise a PCB , a route and place board , bus scintillator creates visible light ; for example 19,000 visible 
bars , or other structures for electrical distribution as desired . light photons for each fully absorbed 511 keV gamma ray 
Again a ground potential connection 192 and high voltage 55 from a positron annihilation . The majority of these photons 
potential connection 194 are shown extending from the travel through the light distribution layer between the scin 
composite panel for external connection of these power tillator and the closely packed ABALONE photon detector 
sources to be distributed across the panel . array and spread over many ABALONE photon detectors , 

This rigid panel structure provides several functions : ( a ) where they are converted with certain quantum efficiency 
replacing the back - hemisphere from the separate sensors in 60 ( e.g. , typically about 20 % ) into photoelectrons . Each of 
the original ABALONE photon detector application , while these electrons in each ABALONE photon detector is then 
providing a workable reshaping of the equipotential surfaces focused and accelerated towards a second scintillator , which 
that provide precise point like electron focusing within all is the first of the two components of the electron detector . 
the ABALONE photon detectors mounted on the front That second scintillator should be at least 2 micrometers 
surface of the ABALONE photon detector panel ; ( b ) dis- 65 thick to stop all the electrons of up to 30 keV energy , while 
tributing the electric field from photon detector to photon less than about 1.5 mm thick for mechanical reasons . It can 
detector across the entire photon detector panel , until it be made from a variety of materials used for electron 
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microscopy , X - ray detection and gamma - ray detection , ture or material , such as selected from the group of materials 
including LYSO , which have been used in prototypes consisting essentially of PEN , Nal , Nal : TI , Csl , GSO , 
according to the disclosure . Each electron of an energy of 20 LYSO , LSO , LaBr : Ce : CeBr , and other solid , crystal , liquid , 
keV creates about 500 photons of visible light in LYSO . The gel , gas , or plastic scintillators . The thickness of the light 
light created within that second scintillator is transmitted 5 distribution layer is preferably in a range of from one 
through the windowlet to its outside ( non - vacuum ) surface , ABALONE photon detector radius to about eight radii , 
and detected by a suitable photosensor . A preferred type of although other thicknesses from zero on up may be utilized . 
photosensor for detection of that light within the prototype In at least one embodiment , the transparent light distribution 
studies is that of a Geiger - Mode Avalanche Photodiode layer and scintillator layer , join all units into a monolithic 
( G - APD ) . The G - APD is brought in optical contact with the 10 assembly . Radiation detector 210 is seen encapsulated hav 
windowlet , such as using an optical cement or an optical ing a reflective surface 224 , a rigid exterior surface 228 ( e.g. , 
jelly . After all losses due to photon absorption and detection fiberglass ) and epoxy resin 226 , such as for joining adjacent 
efficiency , a typical G - APD will detect about 50 photons out panels . The external layer of optically and electrically insu 
of the 500 created by the impact of an 20 keV electron in the lating material may comprise prefabricated fiberglass mate 
LYSO crystal . Each initial photoelectron emerging from the 15 rial , or black epoxy resin with glass - fiber reinforcement , or 
ABALONE photocathode upon a photon impact therefore epoxy resin with glass - bead filling , or other suitable opti 
leads to the detection of the signal of 50 photons in the cally opaque material offering sufficient strength and impen 
G - APD , which results in a very high signal level over etrability for the atmosphere , covering the entire composite 
electronic noise , which is on the level of one photon . package on all sides , making it water tight , shock - proof , 

20 light tight and high - voltage safe . Connectors 222 are seen in 
5. Radiation Detector Panels the figure extending from the sealed panel for connecting 

power and readout signals . It will be appreciated that any 
The panels described above , which are preferably utilized desired number or configuration of electrical signal connec 

as prefabricated units as building blocks for large - area tions may be utilized without departing from the present 
structures of various forms , such as flat or globally curved 25 disclosure . In additional , structures can extend or be 
sensing arrays . The globally curved surfaces may be of open recessed ( not shown ) in the panel for allowing for secure 
geometry ( like e.g. , hemispheres ) , or closed ( like e.g. , mechanical interconnection of the panels . 
spheres or ellipsoids ) . The preferred shapes of these elemen FIG . 14 illustrates an example embodiment 250 of a 
tary building block panels are hexagons and pentagons , but tapered ABALONE radiation detector panel . This panel is 
they may also be rectangles , or any other desired shape . 30 substantially identical with that of FIG . 13 , however , it is 

The ABALONE photon detector panels may be used configured with one or more tapered end sections 252 that 
directly for light detection ( e.g. , after some focusing device , allow simple interconnection with other panels into a curv 
such as a lens , Fresnel lens , mirror ) , or for radiation detec ing structure , instead of a flat structure . 
tion ( such as gamma rays ) , in conjunction with other mate FIG . 15 illustrates an example of joining two of the 
rials ( such as scintillators [ e.g. , liquid , crystal , plastic ] , 35 tapered ABALONE radiation detector panels 250 . 
Cherenkov radiators [ e.g. , water , ice , atmosphere , gases , FIG . 16 depicts some panel materials , including ABA 
various liquids ] ) . In the case of solid scintillators , the LONE glass domes provisionally mounted on top of the base 
ABALONE photon detector panel forms a single composite plates 270 , printed circuit material 272 as an upper plate for 
panel together with the scintillator layer and typically an receiving ABALONE photon detectors , insulating material 
intermediate light - distribution layer ( Anger camera prin- 40 274 for retention between upper and lower plates , and a 
ciple ) . That particular device , ABALONE radiation detector , conductive layer 276 for the lower plate , shown prior to 
is discussed below as a separate embodiment and it allows assembling into the sandwich sensor panel , such as by 
the design and construction of a large - area PET scanner , the utilizing an adhesive or more preferably an epoxy resin . 
ABALONE - PET . FIG . 17 illustrates an example embodiment showing five 

The ABALONE radiation detector panels are self - con- 45 radiation detector panels joined into a curving structure , 
tained and in at least one embodiment are permanently with a conductive surface ( e.g. , shown as unprocessed PCB ) 
sealed panels , made ready for attachment to each other , to at the center . For the sake of demonstration , only one of the 
form large structures , ( hexagonal panels form large flat panels is shown with simulated domes of the ABALONE 
radiation detectors , while a combination of hexagons and photon detector in place . In this example embodiment , the 
pentagons may form spheres and more complex shapes ) . In 50 section spans 140 cm , by way of example and not limitation . 
at least one embodiment , these panels have no loose or It will be appreciated that the tapered ABALONE radiation 
removable parts , they are electrically insulated on all sides , detector panels can be coupled into a spherical shape , with 
and environmentally sealed by an epoxy or hardened silicon flattened hexagonal panels on its exterior , such as appearing 
rubber coating , and in one embodiment would have no somewhat like a soccer ball . 
serviceable parts , and in case of failure would be replaced . 55 FIG . 18 illustrates an example embodiment of sections 
FIG . 13 illustrates an example embodiment 210 of a from a radiation detector panel , showing the sandwich core 

radiation detector panel 210 utilizing a photosensor board materials , the upper printed circuit board upon which the 
212 , having the structure 214 of upper and lower plates ABALONE photon detector cells are mounted having hemi 
supporting an equipotential feedthrough channel and upon spherical domes which are extended to provide light distri 
which ABALONE photon detectors 216 are coupled , these 60 bution from a plane ( where it meets the scintillator material ) . 
elements being described in previous embodiments . The A reflective material ( e.g. , reflective foil ) is seen around one 
panel 210 is seen having a scintillator layer 218 over a light of the ABALONE photon detectors , while a scintillator 
distribution layer 220 above the detectors 216. The scintil block ( e.g. , Nal ) with a reflective material top are seen over 
lator and light distribution layers may comprise any mono the light distribution domes . 
lithic , or subdivided material which is a solid , liquid , or gel 65 It should be appreciated that the photon and the radiation 
having the desired light scintillation and / or distribution detector panels are not limited to being fabricated with a 
properties . The scintillator may comprise any desired struc sandwich structure , as they may be made in structural 
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configurations , such as from a monolithic block of glass . gamma rays between their creation points in human body 
Elements in the structure may be machined or molded . In and their detection points in the scintillators ; ( e ) more 
one embodiment the panel is fabricated from a block of relative accuracy in time - of - flight measurements for the 
quartz , either monolithic or having an internal structure , for gamma rays , than with devices having a smaller inner 
applications requiring minimum radioactivity from the sen 5 diameter ; ( f ) the low parallax error confers an ability to 
sors ( quartz is ultrapure ) . A quartz board would then have a utilize inexpensive scintillators ( such as Nal ( TI ) ) of a high 
pattern of very thin electrical layers on its top and its bottom . thickness and stopping power ; ( g ) high intrinsic sensitivity 
One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that a large to gamma rays , precise measurements of their energies and 
number of alternative configurations can be advanced with hit positions , in response to the superior performance of the 
out departing from the teachings of the present disclosure . It 10 ABALONE photon detectors ; ( h ) reduced patient exposure 
should also be appreciated that the disclosed flat panel to radioactivity during an examination ; ( i ) transportability in 
construction embodiments and techniques can be generally the form of radiation detector panels , self - contained robust 
applied to create smoothly curving panels , by utilized blocks which themselves present the building blocks of an 
curved substrates and materials ( PCBs with insulating ABALONE - PET ; ( j ) transportability in harsh conditions 
cores ) . 15 ( water , sand , ice , vibration ) , which is available in view of the 

robustness of the permanently sealed radiation detector 
6. Large - Area Radiation Detector Including panels . 

Medical Pet Scanner Furthermore , another benefit is provided as the gamma 
rays , which undergo Compton scattering within the patient's 

FIG . 19 and FIG . 20 illustrate example embodiments of 20 body and thus slightly change their direction , will fly longer , 
an ABALONE PET scanner built either monolithically , or and therefore their point of detection will form a line with 
from a plurality of curving ABALONE radiation detector the point of detection of the other gamma ray on the opposite 
panels . In FIG . 19 an oblong scanner shape ( e.g. , cylinder side , that is shifted away more from the creation point than 
with hemispherical end caps ) is implemented , while in FIG . in smaller scanners . This deflection helps diffuse the noisy 
20 a spherical shape is implemented . Both of these examples 25 events ( Compton scattered ) away from the real sources , and 
are shown with an entry hole and moving bed mounted for reduce the confusion around the important real sources . For 
the introduction of the patient into the scanner cavity . In at many Compton - scattered events the connection line , LOR , 
least one embodiment , the entry hole can be covered by a will even lie well outside patient's body , making their 
sensor panel after patient entry into the device , so that rejection trivial . 
gamma pairs can be registered in a fully surrounding surface 30 
of the ABALONE PET . Other embodiments can be provided 7. Conclusion 
in which the ABALONE PET opens ( clamshell , door , hatch , 
etc. ) for entry and positioning of the patient in any desired In conclu on , with its whole - body coverage , large inter 
position , such as prone or standing , after which it is closed . nal diameter and advanced photon detectors , the ABA 
It should be appreciated that an ABALONE PET may be 35 LONE - PET scanner comes close to an ideal PET design 
implemented according to the present disclosure having a within physical , ergonomic and financial constraints . It 
variety of curving exterior shapes ( e.g. , pill - shaped , barrel would provide detection of a maximum possible fraction of 
shaped , alternative ring design having a very small thickness gamma - ray pairs emerging from patient's body with mini 
in radial direction ) , without departing from the disclosed mum parallax error , using the radiation dose administered to 
teachings 40 the patient in the most effective way ( about 80 to 800 times 

In one embodiment , the ABALONE - PET is composed lower than with prior art ) . The benefit - to - harm ratio would 
solely of the ABALONE radiation detector panels , which increase accordingly , resulting in wider population benefit 
can be assembled into the structure of the unit at the point ting from early cancer detection screening , as well as other 
of application . They would preferably ship to the destination types of PET exams . ABALONE - PET is electronically and 
in the form of safely stacked panels in boxes , and a work 45 structurally robust , and can be easily assembled from its 
crew would assemble them into a large structure of a desired building blocks , and transported even in adverse environ 
shape and size . The design of the joining edges of the panels mental conditions . 
allows for a precise shape ( various methods exist ) . Each From the description herein , it will be appreciated that 
radiation detector panel is connected to a central computer that the present disclosure encompasses multiple embodi 

processing the detection signals , such as utilizing a single 50 ments which include , but are not limited to , the following : 
cable , or any desired wired or wireless interfacing . This 1. A photo - radiation detector panel apparatus , comprising : 
structure can be quickly disassembled , transported safely ( a ) a base structure ; ( b ) a plurality of photon detectors , each 
even in most unfavorable conditions ( panels are resistant to having a hemispherical window with a photocathode layer , 
water , sand , and strong vibration ) to another place , and and with an electron detector centered beneath the hemi 
reassembled again . 55 spherical window , each of said photon detectors having an 

The usefulness of the ABALONE - PET was discussed electrical and physical connection to said base structure ; and 
already in another section , particularly in comparison to ( c ) an upper plate and a lower plate of said base structure 
prior art . The following summarizes the properties of this between which is disposed an equipotential feedthrough 
device : ( a ) large gamma - ray sensitive area that preferentially chamber ; ( d ) wherein said upper plate and said photocathode 
includes patient's body ; ( b ) large internal diameter , satisfy- 60 of each of said plurality of photon detectors is retained at a 
ing ergonomic rules and still not too large as to significantly first voltage level , while said lower plate and a ring of 
impact position resolution because of the non - colinearity material around said electron detector in said upper plate , 
effect , which in human tissue has an average standard retained at a second voltage level , in which the difference 
deviation of 2 mrad ; ( c ) low average incidence angle of between said first and second voltage level is a high voltage ; 
gamma rays on the sensitive surfaces and a low parallax 65 ( e ) wherein photons striking said photocathode layer are 
error , resulting in precise position resolution even with converted to photoelectrons , which are then directed by 
inexpensive scintillators ( e.g. , Nal ( TI ) ) ; ( d ) longer path for electrostatic field lensing in response to local voltage gra 

for 

are 
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dients to said electron detector which outputs a signal ; and 16. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 
( f ) wherein said equipotential feedthrough chamber operates said detector comprises a scintillator based gamma - ray 
in combination with said photocathode layer of the hemi detector ; and wherein a sufficient number of said position 
spherical window and all other conductive surfaces to pro sensitive gamma - ray detector panels are interconnected into 
vide proper electrostatic lensing for the photoelectrons , by 5 a substantially enclosed positron emission tomography 
extending said electrical equipotential surfaces from said ( PET ) system configured for detecting gamma - ray pairs . hemispherical window through said base structure between 17. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein each of said plurality of photon detectors . said substantially enclosed PET system provides a detection 2. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein envelope with three dimensional curving around both lon said electron detector comprises a scintillator layer posi- 10 
tioned beneath said photocathode within said hemispherical gitudinal axis , and transverse axis , of a patient's body , in 

which the three dimensional curving limits parallax error . window , and transmitting generated light to a photosensor 
mounted outside of said hemispherical window . 18. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 

3. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein said substantially enclosed PET system is configured for 
said photon detector comprises a scintillator based electron 15 imaging the entirety of the patient's body in a single scan 
detector . without the need for sequential scanning operations while 

4. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein the body of a patient is moved through a PET scanner . 
said scintillator in said scintillator based electron detector is 19. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 
selected from the group of scintillating materials consisting said substantially enclosed PET system has an inner diam 
of YAP , YAG , GSO , LYSO , LSO , LaBr : Ce , and CeBr . 20 eter of 0.8 to 3 meters , and a length of from 2 to 4 meters . 

5. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 20. A positron emission tomography ( PET ) apparatus , 
said equipotential feedthrough chamber extends equipoten comprising : ( a ) a structure configured for substantially 
tial surfaces within a base structure , instead of closing the enclosing a patient during a PET scan ; and ( b ) a plurality of 
equipotential surfaces in a dome structure behind each gamma - ray detector panels retained within said structure , 
photon detector . 25 and configured for detecting gamma rays emerging from the 

6. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein patients entire body in a single PET scan . 
said upper plate comprises a printed circuit board ( PCB ) . 21. A positron emission tomography ( PET ) apparatus , 

7. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein comprising : ( a ) a structure configured for substantially 
said PCB comprises a material selected from the group of enclosing a patient during a PET scan ; ( b ) a plurality of 
PCB material consisting of : copper - clad - fiberglass , G - 10 30 gamma - ray detector panels having a scintillator and a pho 
board , glass , fused silica , quartz , Teflon , and Teflon com ton detector , said gamma - ray detector panels are retained 
posites . within said structure , and configured for detecting gamma 

8. The apparatus of any preceding embo ent , wherein rays emerging from the patients entire body in a single PET 
said lower plate comprises a solid conductive material layer scan ; ( c ) a hemispherical window with a photocathode layer , 
or a printed circuit board ( PCB ) . 35 and with a scintillator - based electron detector centered 

9. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein beneath the hemispherical window in each of said photon 
an electrical insulator is disposed between said upper plate detectors , within which evacuated space is maintained ; and 
and said lower plate as said equipotential feedthrough cham ( d ) an upper plate and a lower plate having conductors for 
ber . conveying a first and second voltage potential , between 

10. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 40 which is disposed an equipotential feedthrough chamber ; ( e ) 
power and signal line connections to said photon detector wherein said upper plate and said photocathode of each of 
pass through a hollow conductive bridge connecting said plurality of photon detectors is retained at a first voltage 
between said first and said second layers retained at said level , while said lower plate and a ring of material around 
second voltage level . said photo detector in said upper plate , are retained at a 

11. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 45 second voltage level , in which the difference between said 
said hemispherical window , photocathode , and said electron first and second voltage level is a high voltage ; ( f ) wherein 
detector comprise a photon detector unit which is evacuated photons striking said photocathode layer are converted to 
and hermetically sealed to maintain a vacuum in its evacu photoelectrons directed by electrical field lensing in 

response to local voltage gradients to said scintillator - based 
12. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , further 50 electron detector which outputs an amplified electronic 

comprising a scintillator layer disposed over said hemi signal ; and ( g ) wherein said equipotential feedthrough 
spherical windows of said plurality of photon detectors , for chamber operates in combination with said photocathode 
providing conversion of gamma rays into visible light . layer of the hemispherical window to provide proper elec 

13. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , further trostatic lensing for the photoelectrons , by shaping said 
comprising a light distribution layer , disposed between said 55 electrical equipotential surfaces for proper photoelectron 
scintillator layer and said hemispherical windows of said focusing within the evacuated space below said hemispheri 
plurality of photon detectors , for spreading photons gener cal window , by extending said equipotential surfaces 
ated in the scintillator over several of said photon detectors . through said base structure between each of said plurality of 

14. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , further photon detectors . 
comprising a light distribution layer , disposed over said 60 22. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 
hemispherical windows of said plurality of photon detectors , said PET apparatus provides a detection envelope with three 
for spreading photons generated in the scintillator over dimensional curving around both longitudinal axis , and 
several of said photon detectors . transverse axis , of a patient's body , in which the three 

15. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein dimensional curving limits parallax error . 
said position - sensitive photo - radiation detector panels are 65 23. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 
configured for use in detecting visible or UV light , or for said substantially enclosed PET apparatus captures gamma 
detecting gamma - ray radiation . rays from all portions of the patient's body in a single scan 

ated space . 
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without the need for sequential scanning operations during appreciated that the scope of the disclosure fully encom 
which the body of a patient must be moved through a PET passes other embodiments which may become obvious to 

those skilled in the art . 
24. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein In the claims , reference to an element in the singular is not 

said PET apparatus has an inner diameter of 0.8 to 3 meters , 5 intended to mean “ one and only one ” unless explicitly so 
and a length of from 2 to 4 meters . stated , but rather " one or more . ” All structural , chemical , 

25. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein and functional equivalents to the elements of the disclosed 
said scintillator based electron detector utilizes a Geiger embodiments that are known to those of ordinary skill in the 
mode Avalanche Photodiode ( G - APD ) . art are expressly incorporated herein by reference and are 

26. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 10 intended to be encompassed by the present claims . Further 
said scintillator in said scintillator based electron detector is more , no element , component , or method step in the present 

disclosure is intended to be dedicated to the public regard selected from the group of scintillating materials , consisting less of whether the element , component , or method step is of YAP , YAG , GSO , LYSO , LSO , LaBr : Ce , and CeBr . explicitly recited in the claims . No claim element herein is 27. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein 15 to be construed as a “ means plus function ” element unless said equipotential feedthrough chamber shapes the equipo the element is expressly recited using the phrase “ means 
tential surfaces within the evacuated space between the for ” . No claim element herein is to be construed as a “ step 
hemispherical window and the base plate for proper photo plus function ” element unless the element is expressly 
electron focusing from the photocathode layer to the elec recited using the phrase “ step for ” . 
tron detector , by extending those surfaces between said 20 What is claimed is : 
upper plate and lower plate . 1. A photo - radiation detector panel apparatus , comprising : 

28. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein ( a ) a base structure ; 
said equipotential surfaces are extended between said upper ( b ) a plurality of photon detectors in an array within said 
plate and said lower plate instead of closing the equipoten panel apparatus , each said photon detector having a 
tial surfaces in a rearward dome structure behind each 25 hemispherical window with a photocathode layer , and 
photon detector . with an electron detector centered beneath the hemi 

29. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein spherical window , each of said photon detectors having 
said upper plate comprises a printed circuit board ( PCB ) . an electrical and physical connection to said base 

30. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein structure ; and 
said PCB comprises a material selected from the group of 30 ( c ) an upper plate and a lower plate of said base structure 
PCB material consisting of : copper - clad - fiberglass , G - 10 between which is disposed an electrical insulator con 
board , glass , fused silica , quartz , Teflon , and Teflon com figured as an equipotential feedthrough chamber con 
posites . necting hemispherical windows to adjacent photon 

31. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein detectors ; 
said lower plate comprises a solid conductive material layer 35 ( d ) wherein said upper plate comprises a broken conduc 
or a printed circuit board ( PCB ) . tive pattern in which there is no conductive material or 

32. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein resistive layer disposed between an inner conductive 
an electrical insulator is disposed between said upper plate ring surrounding said electron detector and an outer 
and said lower plate as said equipotential feedthrough cham conductive ring which is proximal said hemispherical 
ber . window connecting to said photocathode of each hemi 

33. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein spherical window of each said plurality of photon 
power and signal line connections to said photon detector detectors which is retained at a first voltage level , while 
pass through a hollow conductive bridge connecting said lower plate and the inner conductive ring com 
between said first plate and said second plate retained at said prising a ring of material around said electron detector 
second voltage level . in said upper plate , are retained at a second voltage 

34. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , wherein level , in which the difference between said first and 
said hemispherical window with said electron sensor com second voltage level is a high voltage , with an electric 
prise a photon detector unit which is evacuated and hermeti field established between said first and said second 
cally sealed to maintain a vacuum in its evacuated space . voltage level ; 

35. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , further 50 ( e ) wherein the conductive pattern of said upper plate is 
comprising a scintillator layer disposed over said hemi broken with said electrical insulator exposed between 
spherical windows of said plurality of photon detectors , for the inner and outer conductive rings configured to 
providing conversion of gamma rays into visible light . extend the equipotential feedthrough channel for said 

36. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , further electric field beneath the hemispherical windows to 
comprising a light distribution layer , disposed between said 55 allow electrical equipotential lines under said hemi 
scintillator layer and said hemispherical windows of said spherical window to be carried as equipotential lines 
plurality of photon detectors , for spreading photons gener through said equipotential feedthrough chamber to 
ated in said scintillator over several of said photon detectors . underneath the hemispherical windows of adjacent 

37. The apparatus of any preceding embodiment , further photon detectors ; 
comprising a light distribution layer , disposed over said 60 ( f ) wherein photons striking said photocathode layer are 
hemispherical windows of said plurality of photon detectors , converted to photoelectrons , which are then directed by 
for spreading photons generated in said scintillator over electrostatic field lensing in response to local voltage 
several of said photon detectors . gradients to said electron detector which outputs a 

Although the description herein contains many details , signal ; and 
these should not be construed as limiting the scope of the 65 ( g ) wherein said equipotential feedthrough chamber oper 
disclosure but as merely providing illustrations of some of ates in combination with said photocathode layer of the 
the presently preferred embodiments . Therefore , it will be hemispherical window and all other conductive sur 
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faces to provide proper electrostatic lensing for the configured for detecting gamma rays emerging from 
photoelectrons , by extending electrical equipotential the patient's entire body in a single PET scan ; 
surfaces from said hemispherical window through said ( c ) a hemispherical window with a photocathode layer , 
base structure between each of said plurality of photon and with a scintillator - based electron detector centered 
detectors . beneath the hemispherical window in each of said 

2. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein said photon detectors , within which evacuated space is 
electron detector comprises a scintillator layer positioned maintained ; and 
beneath said photocathode within said hemispherical win ( d ) an upper plate and a lower plate of a base structure , 
dow , and transmitting generated light to a photosensor having conductors for conveying a first and second 
mounted outside of said hemispherical window . voltage potential , between which is disposed an elec 

3. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein said trical insulator configured equipotential 
electron detector further comprises a scintillator layer of a feedthrough chamber connecting hemispherical win 
scintillator . dows of adjacent photon detectors ; 

4. The apparatus as recited in claim 3 , wherein said ( e ) wherein said upper plate comprises a broken conduc 
scintillator layer of said scintillator of said electron detector tive pattern in which there is no conductive material or 
is selected from the group of scintillating materials consist resistive layer disposed between an inner conductive 
ing of YAP , YAG , GSO , LYSO , LSO , LaBr : Ce , and CeBr . ring surrounding said electron detector and an outer 

5. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein power and conductive ring which is proximal said hemispherical 
signal line connections to said photon detector pass through 20 window connecting to said photocathode of each hemi 
a hollow conductive bridge connecting between said upper spherical window of each of said plurality of photon 
plate and said lower plate of said base structure retained at detectors which is retained at a first voltage level , while 
said second voltage level . said lower plate and the inner conductive ring com 

6. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein said prising a ring of material around said scintillator - based 
hemispherical window , said photocathode , and said electron 25 electron detector in said upper plate , are retained at a 
detector comprise a photon detector unit which is evacuated second voltage level , in which the difference between 
and hermetically sealed to maintain a vacuum in its evacu said first and second voltage level is a high voltage , 

with an electric field established between said first and 
7. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , further comprising said second voltage level ; a scintillator layer disposed over said hemispherical win- 30 ( f ) wherein the conductive pattern of said upper plate is dows of said plurality of photon detectors , for providing broken with said electrical insulator exposed between conversion of gamma rays into visible light . the inner and outer conductive rings configured to 8. The apparatus as recited in claim 7 , further comprising 

a light distribution layer , disposed between said scintillator retain an equipotential feedthrough channel for said 
layer and said hemispherical windows of said plurality of 35 electric field beneath the hemispherical windows to 
photon detectors , for spreading photons generated in the allow electrical equipotential lines under said hemi 
scintillator over several of said photon detectors . spherical window to be carried as equipotential lines 

9. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein said through said equipotential feedthrough chamber to 
apparatus is configured for use in detecting visible or UV underneath the hemispherical windows of adjacent 
light , or for detecting gamma - ray radiation . photon detectors ; 

10. The apparatus as recited in claim 1 , wherein said ( g ) wherein photons striking said photocathode layer are 
apparatus is configured as a scintillator based gamma - ray converted to photoelectrons directed by electrical field 
detector panel ; and lensing in response to local voltage gradients to said 

wherein a sufficient number of said detector panels are scintillator - based electron detector which outputs an 
interconnected into a substantially enclosed positron 45 amplified electronic signal ; and 
emission tomography ( PET ) system configured for ( h ) wherein said equipotential feedthrough chamber oper 
detecting gamma - ray pairs . ates in combination with said photocathode layer of the 

11. The apparatus as recited in claim 10 , wherein said hemispherical window to provide proper electrostatic 
substantially enclosed PET system provides a detection lensing for the photoelectrons , by shaping electrical 
envelope with three dimensional curving around both lon- 50 equipotential surfaces for proper photoelectron focus 
gitudinal axis , and transverse axis , of a patient's body , in ing within the evacuated space below said hemispheri 
which the three dimensional curving limits parallax error . cal window , by extending said equipotential surfaces 

12. The apparatus as recited in claim 10 , wherein said through said base structure between each of said plu 
substantially enclosed PET system is configured for imaging rality of photon detectors . 
the entirety of the patient's body in a single scan without the 55 15. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , wherein said 
need for sequential scanning operations while the body of a PET apparatus provides a detection envelope with three 
patient is moved through a PET scanner . dimensional curving around both longitudinal axis , and 

13. The apparatus as recited in claim 10 , wherein said transverse axis , of a patient's body , in which the three 
substantially enclosed PET system has an inner diameter of dimensional curving limits parallax error . 
0.8 to 3 meters , and a length of from 2 to 4 meters . 16. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , wherein said 

14. A positron emission tomography ( PET ) apparatus , PET apparatus captures gamma rays from all portions of the 
comprising : patient's body in a single scan without the need for sequen 

( a ) a structure configured for substantially enclosing a tial scanning operations during which the body of a patient 
patient during a PET scan ; must be moved through a PET scanner . 

( b ) a plurality of gamma - ray detector panels having a 65 17. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , wherein said 
scintillator and a photon detector , said gamma - ray PET apparatus has an inner diameter of 0.8 to 3 meters , and 
detector panels are retained within said structure , and a length of from 2 to 4 meters . 
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18. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , wherein said ( c ) an upper plate and a lower plate of said base structure 
scintillator based electron detector utilizes a Geiger - mode between which is disposed an electrical insulator con 
Avalanche Photodiode ( G - APD ) . figured as an equipotential feedthrough chamber con 

19. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , wherein said necting hemispherical windows to adjacent photon 
scintillator in said scintillator based electron detector is 5 detectors ; 

( d ) wherein said upper plate comprises a conductive selected from the group of scintillating materials , consisting pattern disposed over said electrical insulator , wherein of YAP , YAG , GSO , LYSO , LSO , LaBr : Ce , and CeBr . said conductive pattern has an inner conductive ring 20. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , wherein power surrounding said electron detector , and an outer con 
and signal line connections to said photon detector pass ductive ring proximal said hemispherical window , 
through a hollow conductive bridge connecting between first wherein said conductive pattern on said upper plate is 
plate and second plate retained at said second voltage level . broken with only exposed electrical insulator under 

21. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , further compris each hemispherical window between said inner con 
ing a scintillator layer within a second scintillator disposed ductive ring and said outer conductive ring ; 
over said hemispherical windows of said plurality of photon ( e ) wherein said outer conductive ring is beneath , and is 
detectors , for providing conversion of gamma rays into in electrical contact with , said photocathode layer of 
visible light . said hemispherical window and configured to retain 

22. The apparatus as recited in claim 21 , further compris said photocathode layer at a first voltage level ; 
ing a light distribution layer , disposed between said scintil ( f ) wherein said inner conductive ring , which surrounds 
lator layer within said scintillator and said hemispherical 20 the electron detector , is configured for being retained at 
windows of said plurality of photon detectors , for spreading a second voltage level ; and 
photons generated in said scintillator layer over several of ( g ) wherein each said photon detector is configured to 
said photon detectors . provide a high voltage difference between said first and 

23. The apparatus as recited in claim 14 , further compris said second voltage levels to establish an electric field ; 
ing a light distribution layer , disposed over said hemispheri ( h ) wherein photons striking said photocathode layer are 
cal windows of said plurality of photon detectors , for converted to photoelectrons , which are then directed by 
spreading photons generated in said scintillator over several electrostatic field lensing in response to local voltage 
of said photon detectors . gradients to said electron detector which outputs a 

24. A photo - radiation detector panel apparatus , compris signal ; and 
( i ) wherein said equipotential feedthrough chamber oper ing : 

( a ) a base structure ; ates in combination with said photocathode layer of the 
( b ) a plurality of photon detectors in an array within said hemispherical window and all other conductive sur 

panel apparatus , each said photon detector having a faces to provide proper electrostatic lensing for the 
hemispherical window with a photocathode layer , and photoelectrons , by extending electrical equipotential 
with an electron detector centered beneath the hemi surfaces from said hemispherical window through said 
spherical window , each of said photon detectors having base structure between each of said plurality of photon 

detectors . an electrical and physical connection to said base 
structure ; and 
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